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Abstract

During the initial design phases of complex multi-disciplinary systems such as urban tunnelling, the appraisal of different design alter-
natives can ensure optimal designs in terms of costs, construction time, and safety. To enable the evaluation of a large number of design
scenarios and to find an optimal solution that minimises impact of tunnelling on existing structures, the design and assessment process
must be efficient, yet provide a holistic view of soil-structure interaction effects. This paper proposes an integrated tunnel design tool for
the initial design phases to predict the ground settlements induced by tunnelling and building damage using empirical and analytical solu-
tions as well as simulation-based meta models. Furthermore, visualisation of ground settlements and building damage risk is enabled by
integrating empirical and analytical models within our Building Information Modelling (BIM) framework for tunnelling. This approach
allows for near real-time assessment of structural damage induced by settlements with consideration of soil-structure interaction and
non-linear material behaviour. Furthermore, because this approach is implemented on a BIM platform for tunnelling, first, the design
can be optimised directly in the design environment, thus eliminating errors in data exchange between designers and computational ana-
lysts. Secondly, the effect of tunnelling on existing structures can be effectively visualised within the BIM by producing risk-maps and
visualising the scaled deformation field, which allows for a more intuitive understanding of design actions and for collaborative design.
Having a fully parametric design model and real-time predictions therefore enables the assessment and visualisation of tunneling-induced
damage for large tunnel sections and multiple structures in an effective and computationally efficient way.

Keywords: Building information modelling; Soil-structure interaction; Tunnelling; Settlements; Structural damage; Visualisation; Meta models
1 Introduction

Growing urbanization, expansion of cities and the
demand for national and transnational high-speed mobility
have raised the need for efficient and environmentally-
friendly transport infrastructure. Besides that, due to the
limited available surface space in cities, development pro-
jects often rely on underground space. To accommodate
that, major urban tunneling projects have been constructed
in the last few decades, e.g. crossrail and high speed 2
(HS2) in the UK. Despite advanced technologies used for
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.undsp.2023.05.010
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the underground construction in these projects, existing
overground structures has been significantly damaged due
to tunneling-induced settlements (DeJong et al., 2019;
Milillo et al., 2018).

The response of existing structures to tunnelling-induced
ground movement in urban tunnelling is a fully-coupled
problem of tunnel-soil-structure interaction. Therefore,
many design considerations such as tunnel location, exist-
ing buildings and infrastructure above and below ground,
the construction method and related construction details
(i.e., driving parameters), geometrical properties (e.g.,
depth, diameter, lining thickness), the ground behaviour
and possible critical geological conditions play an impor-
tant role in the selection of the optimal design solution
behalf of KeAi Communications Co. Ltd.
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(Loganathan & Poulos, 1998). This optimal design solution
has to satisfy several design criteria, such as structural
integrity and durability of the tunnel structure for demand-
ing use for 100 years and more, the face stability during the
tunnel construction, and control of tunneling-induced set-
tlements to minimise the impact on the existing environ-
ment. To achieve this, analytical, empirical and numerical
methods are employed to evaluate these design objectives.

1.1 Related work

Tunneling-induced settlements depend on soil parame-
ters, tunnel boring machine (TBM) operational parame-
ters, interactions between TBM and ground,
consolidation, etc. Hence, ground settlements can be deter-
mined as a function of number of different parameters. As
an example, Mair et al. (1993) and Broms and Bennermark
(1967) describe the importance of volume loss that results
from tunnel construction. The empirical approach known
as ‘‘Observational Method” (Powderham, 1994) uses the
volume (or ground) loss parameter to characterise tunnel
settlements. This is an empirical parameter that depends
on soil conditions, tunnel configurations and the tunnelling
method (Loganathan & Poulos, 1998). Furthermore, the
volume loss parameter can be defined as a function of the
‘‘gap” parameter (Lee et al., 1992) or, in case of earth pres-
sure balance (EPB) shield tunnelling, as a function of vol-
ume loss at the tunnel face (V f ), around the shield (V s),
and at the tail (V t) (Franzius, 2003). This parameter is then
used to derive analytical expressions of surface settlements
(Loganathan & Poulos, 1998). Other researchers such as
Chakeri and Ünver (2013) applied statistical evaluation
from over 20 existing tunnelling projects to derive an
empirical solution for tunnelling-induced settlements based
on set from several projects and numerical models. A com-
prehensive summary of empirical and semi-analytical
methods for evaluating tunnelling-induced ground move-
ments in sands can be found in (Franza & Marshall, 2019).

In the presence of surface structures, the interactions
between soil and structure alter the settlement induced by
ground tunnelling. To relate the strain on the building to
the ground settlement, certain assumptions are required.
One of many approaches that simulate the interaction is
the limiting tensile strain method (LTSM), a simple 2D
analytical approach which represents the structure as a lin-
ear elastic beam model with its geometrical properties and
stiffness for a full decoupled soil-structure analysis. Due to
its simplicity, LTSM has disadvantages that may lead to a
conservative outcome, in some cases underestimating the
predicted outcome (Burland & Wroth, 1975). In the last
three decades, many authors have proposed analytical
solutions for prediction of tunneling-induced damage in
structures (Franzius, 2003; Boscardin & Cording, 1989;
Potts & Addenbrooke, 1997; Goh & Mair, 2011). A study
on the comparison of different analytical solutions for soil-
structure interaction due to tunnelling can be found in
(Giardina et al., 2018).
To tackle the disadvantages of analytical and empirical
methods, numerical models are used to evaluate a broad
range of possible outcomes, including non-linear responses
(Burland et al., 2002; Potts et al., 2001). Timoshenko
beams founded on an elastic continuum half-space with
rigid links have been employed to infer the maximum
building strains based on a ‘‘direct strain based approach”
(Franza et al., 2020a). An equivalent beam model is further
proposed for the assessment of the tunneling-induced dam-
age for masonry structures with pre-existing cracks
(Acikgoz et al., 2021). On the other hand, extensive
multi-disciplinary research has been carried out to promote
the development of numerical models and design concepts
to deal with the manifold complex interactions and pro-
cesses in urban tunnelling (Meschke, 2018). As a result,
sophisticated, process-oriented computational models have
been developed to capture various aspects of mechanised
tunnelling including soil-structure interaction (SSI)
(Ninić, Freitag, & Meschke, 2017a; Ninić, Stascheit, &
Meschke, 2014). Advanced computational models incorpo-
rating the nonlinear behaviour of soil, building and SSI,
following a coupled or an uncoupled approach, have also
been used for prediction of tunnelling or settlement-
induced damage to structures (Son & J, 2005; Giardina
et al., 2013; Giardina, 2013; Yiu et al., 2017; Fargnoli
et al., 2015; Boldini et al., 2018; Miliziano & de Lillis,
2019). However, these advanced 3D computational models
are usually characterised by a high degree of detail at the
cost of long computation times. To address this issue, par-
allelisation strategies for high performance computing can
be applied (Bui & Meschke, 2020; Ninić et al., 2019).

Another alternative solution for the problem is to sub-
stitute computationally expensive simulations with surro-
gate models that are trained off-line (Freitag et al., 2018;
Ninić et al., 2017a). This technique has been recently
applied to assess tunnelling-induced damage on structures
(Cao et al., 2022, 2020; Obel et al., 2020). Firstly, Obel
et al. (2020) developed an approach for meta model-
based prediction of non-linear structural response to
tunneling-induced settlements, where two surrogate mod-
elling approaches were investigated (response surface and
neural networks) to substitute numerical models of a
façade exposed to the analytically calculated surface settle-
ments. (Cao, Obel, Freitag, Mark, & Meschke, 2020) pro-
posed an approach where two decoupled finite element
(FE) models are developed for calculation of the non-
linear response of the façade and the surface settlements
due to tunnel-soil-structure interactions, and then coupled
using two different types of artificial neural networks
(ANN) in combination with proper orthogonal decomposi-
tion (POD) to optimise TBM parameters and minimise the
effect of tunneling to the building. The authors extended
their approach to 3D building models and with considera-
tion of polymorphic uncertainty (Cao et al., 2022).

In the last decade, for large infrastructural projects that
constitute complex multidisciplinary systems, the BIM
framework has been increasingly employed, due to a num-
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ber of features related to information management, pro-
cessing, visualisation, and analysis throughout the project
life-cycle (Smith, 2014; Daller et al., 2016). A BIM can
store geometrical-semantic data about the project such as
ground, tunnels, aboveground infrastructure, and all
parameters associated with these components within its
repository (Koch et al., 2017). Furthermore, BIM facili-
tates processing of data to generate meaningful informa-
tion that can be effectively presented and visualised, and
finally used for decision making support. To enable a seam-
less workflow, the data in a BIM is organized in an object-
oriented way so that a link between objects can be estab-
lished (Eastman et al., 2008). The final step in BIM system
is analysis. One of the many benefits of the data obtained
from a BIM is that it can be analysed using various meth-
ods that have been developed throughout the years, which
can be significant when making decisions. For example, in
urban tunnelling, a complex system requires sophisticated
analysis to identify a viable option for the construction.
BIM permits to combine complex models and effective
analysis tools so that multiple scenarios can be easily eval-
uated, resulting in a powerful means for decision making
support especially in the early design phases.

BIM for tunneling has been successfully linked to the
FE simulations for applications in both urban mechanized
tunnelling and conventional tunnel excavation (Alsahly
et al., 2020; Fabozzi, et al., 2021; Ninić et al., 2021,
2017b, 2020). Providakis et al. (2019) on the other hand
used a BIM platform to process and visualise tunneling-
induced settlements and risk induced to existing infrastruc-
ture based on empirical solutions. Both approaches, the
assessment of design alternatives in BIM based on FE sim-
ulations or empirical models, have shown promising
results. However, both possess certain limitations: the
empirical model applied in (Providakis et al., 2019) neglects
SSI effects and non-linear structural behaviour. The assess-
ment of the tunnel design in a BIM based on FE simula-
tions is computationally expensive and therefore can limit
the number of design alternatives that can be studied.
Other recently developed approaches for efficient investiga-
tion of building response to tunneling and different design
alternatives are implemented as standalone tools (Cao
et al., 2022, 2020) and hence are missing the link to the
design (e.g. BIM) software for more holistic design assess-
ment. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a tool that
uniquely and seamlessly combines BIM, computational,
analytical and empirical models and surrogate modelling
techniques to assess this complex engineering problem. In
our approach, the use of meta models in BIM for predic-
tion of tunnelling-induced damage risk, considering the
non-linear response of structures, combined with fully
parametric BIM model, allows for efficient and user-
friendly investigation of different design alternatives, hence
maximising the flexibility of the design, safety, and cost
reduction.
1.2 Proposed concept

To enable real-time assessment of tunneling-induced
damage within BIM considering both SSI and the non-
linear structural response, in this paper, we propose an
approach that combines a parametric BIM, Euler–Ber-
noulli beams on a two-parameter elastic foundations
model, and simulation-based meta models for prediction
of non-linear structural response (see Fig. 1). Our approach
is implemented as a user-friendly plug-in for industry-
standard BIM design software that allows for versatility
and integration of different analysis and visualisation tools.
Firstly, we develop a parametric tunnel information model
using state-of-the-art BIM design tools, providing a user-
friendly interface that allows control of the tunnel design
parameters. Secondly, we implement prediction of the the
ground settlements based on the design parameters using
empirical solutions (Potts & Addenbrooke, 1997; Chakeri
& Ünver, 2013; Hajjar et al., 2015). The soil-structure inter-
action effects between overlaying building and the
tunnelling-induced settlements are evaluated using the Vla-
sov model (Teodoru, 2009). Finally, we estimate the dam-
age induced in buildings due to soil-structure interaction
using simulation-based meta models. These meta models
for prediction of structural damage are devised using
ANNs trained with a data set created using a sophisticated
FE model of masonry structure, considering non-linear
material behaviour. To ensure a robust training of the data
set, the process is optimised using particle swarm optimisa-
tion (PSO) method. We use the numerical FE model to
evaluate tunnelling-induced damage depending on a range
of parameters such as building length, percentage of open-
ings, position of building with respect to the tunnel axis,
and magnitude of settlements. The structural behaviour is
evaluated in terms of tensile and shear strains, and struc-
tural damage is then classified using a scale of five damage
categories from ‘‘negligible” to ‘‘severe” (Boscardin &
Cording, 1989). Trained meta models are then imple-
mented within the BIM and used to predict the
tunneling-induced damage based on the input parameters
that characterise a given tunnel design and the surface set-
tlements that result from the SSI. Finally, the resulting set-
tlements and damage category are visualised back in the
BIM model as illustrated in Fig. 1 (left). The details of
the methodology are described in Section 2, while the
details of the implementation and verification of sub-
models are presented in Section 3. Compared to existing
approaches that employ complex coupled soil-structure
interaction models to predict damage on structures induced
by tunneling (Cao et al., 2022, 2020), the proposed
approach captures the same phenomena by combining sim-
ple empirical approaches, commonly adopted in practice,
which gives flexibility for direct implementation in BIM
software and practical application for design.



Fig. 1. Concept for real-time damage assessment within BIM.
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2 Methodology

In this section, we describe the methodology for integra-
tion of empirical and numerical solutions in the informa-
tion model for tunneling. To this end, first we present a
fully parametric tunnel model developed in BIM design
software. Then, we develop an empirical solution for the
3D settlement profile and a numerical solution for soil-
structure interaction based on Euler beam and Winkler
model. The goal of this study is to consider complex non-
liner structural response to tunneling induced settlements.
Therefore, the FE model described with non-linear consti-
tutive relationship is developed, and then used for generat-
ing large data set. Finally we use ANNs to substitute
computationally expensive numerical models and enable
implementation of a BIM plug-into enable real-time design
and assessment of design alternatives.
2.1 Parametric information model for tunneling for

visualisation of settlements

The first step in our devised methodology is to develop a
fully parametric information model for tunneling within a
suitable BIM environment, providing a user-friendly inter-
face, easy control of the design parameters, and therefore
efficient investigation of design scenarios. We selected the
state-of-the-art Autodesk BIM design software Revit
alongside with the add-on Dynamo for this purpose
(Autodesk, 2019). Dynamo is a built-in graphical algo-
rithm editor in Revit, introducing programming aspects
into the environment, which are necessary for integrative
design, allowing developers to directly access the software’s
application programming interface (API).

We create a fully parametric tunnel model, considering
ground, tunnel and building components and described
with the 22 parameters listed in Table 1. While a ‘‘dummy”
tunnel geometry can be modelled directly in Dynamo, the
model would not carry semantic parameters, for example
the diameter, which are required for analysis in a study.
To tackle this issue, the tunnel and structure are created
using a Revit ‘‘family” and Dynamo is used instead to pro-
vide the required parameters. A family in Revit is a class
with parametric definitions and constraints, allowing the
definition of specific family attributes for individual family
instances (Revit objects). Then, the design model is created
by inserting instances of the family with the assigned corre-
sponding geometric-semantic parameters. This means that
multiple instances can be also inserted in the same model
(e.g., for multiple buildings). Figure 2(a) shows the para-
metric tunnel model with all geometric parameters being
retrieved and controlled in Dynamo using integer sliders.
2.2 Tunneling-induced settlements

The settlement trough is generally expressed in terms of
a Gaussian distribution at a point source, for example, the
centre of the excavation. Eq. (1) shows the Gaussian func-
tion that can be applied for describing the surface settle-
ment trough that was proposed by Peck based on studied
case histories of field-observed data (Peck, 1969; O’Reilly
Myles & New, 1982)

SvðxÞ ¼ Smax exp � x2

2i2x

� �
; ð1Þ

where SvðxÞ is the ground settlement function relative to the
distance from the centreline (m), Smax is the maximum set-
tlement on the tunnel centreline (m), x is the perpendicular
distance to the tunnel centreline (m), and ix is the perpen-
dicular distance from the tunnel centreline to the point of
inflection point on the surface settlement trough in trans-
verse direction (m). A typical settlement trough in the
transverse direction can be seen in Fig. 3. The charge of
slope is at the inflection point which separates the regions
between Hogging and Sagging modes as illustrated in the
figure.

In clayey soils it is assumed that the volume of surface
settlements equals the ratio between the volume of exca-
vated soil and the theoretical volume of tunnel per unit
length, which is denoted as Volume loss V L (Potts &
Addenbrooke, 1997). Based on this assumption, and the



Table 1
Parameters for description of geometric-semantic BIM for tunneling.

Tunnel Soil Building

Diameter D (m) Geometry (m � m�
m)

Height H (m)

Overburden Z0 (m) Young’s modulus Es

(kPa)
Width W (m)

Tunnel length (m) Cohesion Cu (kPa) Length L (m)
Horizontal offset (m) Poisson’s ratio ms Young’s Modulus Eb

(kPa)
TBM face distance

yface (m)
Internal friction
angle u (�)

Poisson’s ratio mb

Face pressure (kPa) Specific weight (kN/
m3)

Horizontal Offset xb
(m)

Deformation scale
factor

K parameter Longitudinal Offset
yb (m)

Fig. 2. (a) Parametric model for tunnel, soil and building and corresponding parameters, and (b) visualisation of vertical settlements induced by tunnelling
and building damage category.

Fig. 3. Description of the settlement trough, building geometry and
sagging and hogging zones.
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assumption that the settlement profile can be described
with Gaussian curve, the maximum settlement Smax;V L

can
be calculated as

Smax;V L
¼

ffiffiffi
p
2

r
V LD2

4ix
: ð2Þ
On the other hand, Chakeri and Ünver (2013) proposed
a new equation for estimating the maximum ground settle-
ment Smax. Employing 3D finite difference (FD) modelling,
they derived their equation based on numerical and
observed results. Using this method, which we will refer
to as Chakeri & Onver method (COM), they express the
maximum settlements as

Smax;COM ¼ AS; where A ¼ 1:8825
D
Z0

and
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Fig. 4. 3D settlement profile induced by tunneling.
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S ¼ 1699:2
cZ0 þ r � ðCu þ 0:3rsÞ

Es

� �
ð1� msÞð1� sinuÞ

� �0:

ð3Þ
where c is the unit weight (kN/m3); Z0 is the tunnel depth
(m); rs is the surface surcharge (kPa); Cu is the cohesion
(kPa); rs is the required face support pressure (kPa); Es is
the Young’s modulus (kPa); ms is the Poisson’s ratio; u is
the angle of internal friction (�); and D is the tunnel diam-
eter (m). The unit of S is assumed as mm. In our approach
we allow user to select the method for calculation of the
maximum settlements (Eq. (2) or Eq. (3)) based on practi-
cal experience and available design data.

Hajjar et al. (2015) demonstrated that the geometry of
the longitudinal settlement profile can be represented by
the following equation:

Sz

Smax

exp � ðy�yfaceþiyÞ2
ð2i2y Þ

� �
for y > yface � iy

1 for y 6 yface � iy

(
; ð4Þ

where y is the distance from the entrance of the tunnel, yface
is the distance of the face of the tunnel to the entrance of
the tunnel, and iy is the width parameter, characterising
the distance between the inflection point and the nearest
point with maximum settlement. Combining the transverse
and longitudinal settlement profiles, we obtain the ground
settlement induced by tunnelling from Eqs. (1), (3) and (4).
This gives the following expression for the 3D settlement
profile:

Sðx;y;zÞ¼ Sz

Smax exp � x2

2i2x

� � exp �ðy�yfaceþiy Þ2
ð2i2y Þ

� �
for y> yface� iy

1 for y6 yface� iy

(
;

ð5Þ
where Smax can be calculated either based on the V L param-
eter using Eq. (2) (settlement method 1 in Fig. 1), or with
the more comprehensive approach presented in Eq. (3) (set-
tlement method 1 in Fig. 1). The resulting 3D settlement
profile is shown in Fig. 4. In addition to methods 1 and 2
for calculation of the settlement profiles, other solutions
such as those described in (Franza & Marshall, 2019;
Camós et al., 2016; Pinto & Whittle, 2014) can be imple-
mented and made available to users.

2.3 SSI model for damage assessment

After obtaining the greenfield ground settlement profile
along the position of the building façade, and depending on
the TBM face distance yface, in the next step, we calculate
the ground settlement profile that results from SSI with
an existing structure on top using the Euler–Bernoulli
beam on elastic foundations two-parameter (EBBEF2p)
model. First, the stiffness of the subgrade of the soil must
be determined before it can be related to the structure.
Through variational calculus, the Vlasov model parameters
are expressed as
ks ¼
Z H s

0

Esð1� vsÞ
ð1þ msÞð1� 2vsÞ

d/
dz

� �2

dz; k1

¼
Z H s

0

Es

2ð1þ msÞ/
2dz; ð6Þ

where ks is the parameter of the elastic foundation (first
subgrade), k1 is the parameter of the rigid base (second sub-
grade), Es is the deformation modulus of the soil, ms is the
Poisson’s ratio of the soil, H s is the depth of the influence
zone along the beam, and /ðzÞ is expressed as

/ðzÞ ¼
sinh c 1� z

H s

� �
sinh c

: ð7Þ

Hence, a function governing the variation of the deflec-
tion vðx; zÞ in the z-direction, which satisfies the boundary
conditions of the Vlasov foundation model, is given as

c
H s

� �2

¼ 1� 2vs
2ð1� vsÞ �

Rþ1
�1

dw
dx

� �2
dxRþ1

�1 w2dx
: ð8Þ

The value of c is not known at first, thus, the parameters
ks and k1 are determined through an iterative process,
which depends on the value of the parameter c. Therefore,
in the initial step, the value of c is approximated, and the
values of ks and k1 are evaluated using Eq. (6). Then, from
the solution of the deflection of the structure, the value of c
is determined using Eq. (8). In the next iteration step, the
updated c value is used again to determine new values of
ks and k1. The process is repeated until the value of c has
converged to the given tolerance (Teodoru, 2009). The final
ks and k1 values are then used to compute the stiffness
matrix of the elastic foundation, ks and the rigid base, kt.
The element stiffness matrices are expressed as

ke ¼ EI

l3

12 6l �12 6l

6l 4l2 �6l 2l2

�12 �6l 12 �6l

6l 2l2 �6l 4l2

2
6664

3
7775; ð9Þ
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kf ¼ lks
420

156 22l 54 �13l

22l 4l2 13l �3l2

54 13l 156 �22l

�13l �3l2 �22l 4l2

2
6664

3
7775;

kt ¼ k1
30l

36 3l �36 3l

3l 4l2 �3l �l2

�36 �3l 36 �3l

3l �l2 �3l 4l2

2
6664

3
7775;

ð10Þ

where ke is the stiffness matrix of the flexure beam element,
kf is the stiffness matrix of the elastic foundation (first sub-
grade), kt is the stiffness matrix of the rigid base (second
subgrade), and l is the length of the beam element. Equa-
tion (11) represents the relationship between all the stiffness
matrices and the deflection of the structure:

ðke þ kf þ ktÞde ¼ Se � Re; ð11Þ
where de ¼ w1 h1w2 h2½ �T are the degrees of freedom of the
element, Se are the loads Se ¼ Q1M1Q2M2½ � applied on
the beam, Re are the distributed load on the element. If

q xð Þ ¼ q ¼ constant, then Re ¼ ql
2

ql2

12
ql
2
� ql2

12

h iT
.

The formulation for Euler–Bernoulli beams on two-
parameter elastic foundation presented above has been
implemented in BIM as a plug-in (Dynamo node) using
Python, and is used to compute the settlement profile that
results from soil-structure interaction. The resulting settle-
ment profile is then used as an input parameter for the
meta model to calculate the tunneling-induced damage on
structures as explained in Section 1.2. In our current imple-
mentation, the SSI effect is considered for the response of
the individual buildings to tunneling-induced settlements
without consideration of the mutual effects between multi-
ple nearby buildings, which are considered negligible for
detached structures.

2.4 Numerical modelling of the non-linear structural response
to tunneling

To obtain a reliable material model, a validation process
by means of numerical simulations against experimental
Table 2
Material properties used for the numerical simulations based on the verificatio

Material property

Young’s modulus
Density

Poisson’s ratio
Tensile strength

Ultimate strain in tension*

Compressive strength
Strain at peak compressive strength

Ultimate strain in compression

* The strain in tension is measured according to the given value of fracture e
which is related to the element size.
results must be performed. The experimental work of
(Giardina et al., 2013) is used for this purpose. The model
consists of a 1=10th scaled masonry façade subjected to
tunnelling-induced ground deformations with the material
properties presented in Table 2. The SAP2000 FE package
is used for the numerical simulations, adopting a macro-
modelling approach, hence, allowing masonry to be mod-
elled as a homogeneous continuum material. The isotropic
Drucker-Prager model available in SAP2000 to define the
uniaxial stress–strain curve is used. The uniaxial compres-
sive behaviour is assumed to be parabolic (Akhaveissy,
2012) (although in the reference model (Giardina et al.,
2013), a linear behaviour was assumed in compression),
while a linear softening in the post-peak response is used
in tension. For the validation model and subsequent mod-
els, wooden lintels are inserted above the openings to pre-
vent localized damage due to the bending of the beams, and
a linear elastic steel beam is placed at the bottom of the
façade where the greenfield settlements are applied by
means of nodal displacements in a similar fashion to the
experimental setup (Fig. 5). The rubber interface linking
the building foundation to the steel bar used to simulate
the SSI effects in the experiment was excluded from the
modelling process. Hexahedral shell elements with 4 inte-
gration points are used for the mesh, and displacement
control analysis is adopted with an event-to-event stepping
approach to solve the nonlinear equilibrium equations. In
the process, the building’s self-weight is activated followed
by an incremental increase of the settlements. Lastly, to
determine the level of induced damage, the concept of crit-
ical strain proposed by (Burland & Wroth, 1975) is used,
and the maximum tensile strain value is measured over
the length of 1m in the facade (composed of piers, span-
drels and nodes). By averaging the strain value along this
distance, the averaged value is then used in Table 3 to eval-
uate the category of building damage.
2.5 Meta model for tunneling-induced damage

For the purpose of real-time predictions of settlement-
induced damage, we employ a meta model to substitute
the computational demanding numerical simulations. Con-
n example (Giardina et al., 2013).

Symbol Value (unit)

E 3 (GPa)
q 1:9� 10�6 (kg/mm3)
m 0.2
f t 0.1 (MPa)
et 0.017
f c 14.1 (MPa)
ec 2:5� 10�3

ecu 2:6� 10�3

nergy, Gf ¼ 10 Nm/m and an elemental equivalent length, h ¼ 11:8 mm,



:

Fig. 5. FEM model of the experimental set up: general configuration and boundary conditions based on experiment in (Giardina et al., 2013).

Table 3
Classification of building damage with the colour code for visualisation according to
(Burland et al., 1978).

Damage category Degree of severity emax (%) Colour code

0 negligible 0 – 0.05
1 very slight 0.05 – 0.075
2 slight 0.075 – 0.15
3 moderate 0.15 – 0.3
4 severe P0.3

Fig. 6. Structure of a 4-layer neural network for the prediction of emax of
the building.
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cretely, we instantiate a four-layer ANN (see Fig. 6), taking
x as input variables and the predicted tunnel-induced dam-
age as output (Ninić & Meschke, 2015). For the approach
proposed in this paper, depending on the designed data set,
the input parameters x could be any parameters used to
describe building material, geometry, or position in rela-
tion to the tunnel alignment.

The network output (in our case, the maximum strain
emax) is calculated according to Eq. (12), where w are the
connecting weights from the input over hidden layers 1
and 2 to the output layer, b represents the bias, f ðÞ is the
activation function (relu in this paper), and p and q are
the number of neurons in the hidden layer:

omðx;wÞ ¼ f
Xq

j¼1

wkm þ f
Xp

j¼1

wjk þ bkf
Xn

i¼1

wijxi þ bj

( )( )( )

ð12Þ
In the training process, the synaptic weights w and the

bias b is optimised to minimise the error between ANN
output O and the target t.

The efficiency of the ANN training also depends on the
network architecture and other training parameters such as
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the learning rate. To optimise the ANN training, we
employ PSO algorithm (Kennedy & Eberhart, 1995). The
system is initialized with a population of random solutions
and searches for optima by updating subsequent genera-
tions. Each particle belongs to a swarm and has two prop-
erties: velocity (vij) and position (xij). In each iteration, the
position of the particle is updated based on the best solu-
tion (fitness), the particle-best value xpbestij and the best glo-

bal value xgbestij . The new velocity and position of all

particles are updated in each iteration using the following
equations:

vi;jþ1 ¼ wij þ /1r1ðxpbestij � xijÞ þ /2r2ðxgbestij � xijÞ ð13Þ
xi;jþ1 ¼ xij þ vi;jþ1:

In Eq. (13), r1 and r2 represent random numbers uniformly
distributed over 0; 1½ �, and /1 and /2 are so-called cogni-
tion and social learning factors.

Prior to the training and optimisation of the ANN
model, the whole data set is split and categorized into train-
ing, testing and validation sets. The ANN is trained with
the training set, the fitness function of the PSO is evaluated
with the testing set, and, after finding the optimal ANN
model, its performance is evaluated based on the validation
set. The used fitness function for the PSO is the relative
root mean square error (rRMSE) of the test set, where
ntest is the number of test samples:

rRMSE ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

ntest

Xntest
0

ok � tk
tk

� �2

vuut : ð14Þ
3 Implementation and testing

3.1 Algorithmic implementation

The algorithms for calculation of surface settlements,
SSI, and building damage based on maximum building
strains have been implemented into Dynamo as Python
scripts as shown in Fig. 7. The parameters used for gener-
Fig. 7. User interface for input of design parameters (left) and tunne
ation of the tunnel model are also used as input variables
for the implemented algorithms. Therefore, each change
in the design model will automatically be applied in the
analysis. Moreover, we developed a clear visualisation of
the analysis results within the design model (Fig. 7 right).
The ground settlement profile is defined with coordinates
and a smooth surface is formed by joining the points of
coordinates to provide a clearer visual appearance. Then,
the surfaces are associated with colours that indicate the
ground settlement value (see Fig. 2(b)). Likewise, the build-
ing damage category is visualised using the colour code
shown in Table 3.

Figure 8 shows the flowchart of the implemented proce-
dure for model generation, calculation of settlements (Sec-
tion 2.2), calculation of the SSI (Section 2.3), and
prediction of damage category using simulation-based
meta model (Sections 2.4 and 2.5). This process begins with
user input of design parameters for the soil, buildings and
tunnel (geometrical and material), and then continues with
the generation of BIM model and calculation of settle-
ments based on selected empirical model. Then, the itera-
tive process for calculation of the SSI for individual
buildings begins based on inputting soil, tunnel and build-
ing parameters and an initial estimated c value to estimate
the matrices of elastic foundation and rigid base Eq. (6). At
the end of each iteration, the new value of c is compared to
the initial estimated c, and, if the value difference is within
the tolerance, the iterative process ends and the new
ground settlement value is output. Otherwise, the new c
is taken as the new value for the next iteration step. After
the solution has converged, the results are further used for
calculation of building damage category based on trained
meta model and visualisation as outlined in Fig. 8.

The algorithm for the optimised ANN training is shown
in Fig. 9. The meta model is trained within an iterative pro-
cedure in order to optimise ANN architecture and learning
rate. The normalised data set is first split into training test-
ing and valuation set. Then, PSO is initialised with given
number of swarms and particles with its positions and
velocities, that represent ANN parameters. For each parti-
l model with visualised settlements and damage category (right).



Fig. 8. Algorithm for model generation and visualisation of settlements
and damage category.
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cle, the ANN is trained in an iterative process based on
training set and the fitness function is evaluated with test-
ing set. After maximum number of training iteration is
reached, the prediction error (rRMSE) is evaluated with
validation set. This error is then used for update of particle
position and optimisation of the ANN parameters.

3.2 Verification and testing

3.2.1 Verification of beam elastic foundations model

To verify our implementation of the iterative procedure
for SSI using a modified Vlasov foundation model, an
example by Teodoru (2009) (see Fig. 10) is compared with
our implementation. Table 4 summarises the input param-
eters of the example.

Figure 11 shows a comparison between the benchmark
results of Teodoru (2009) and our implementation. The
example in Fig. 10 represents a model of a 20 m long beam
supported by foundation and exposed to concentrated load
in the middle of P ¼ 500 kN. Due to axially symmetric con-
ditions, only one half of the model is considered. Note that
Teodoru’s benchmark results compare EBBEF2p and 2D
FE model, which show good agreement, wheres our solu-
tion is identical to Teodoru’s implementation of EBBEF2p.
Therefore, the Winkler solution is an acceptable analytical
method to replace 2D FEM to reduce computational cost
while still producing reliable results. Our implementation
gives results (red dots in Fig. 11) identical to Teodoru’s
EBBEF2p, i.e., we have successfully verified its correctness.
To evaluate the influence of beam and soil stiffness on
the settlement due to SSI, in Fig. 12 we plot the deflection
of the beam for beam Young’s modulus varying between
27 GPa (reference value from Teodoru’s example) to
1 MPa (see Fig. 12) and Deformation modulus varying
from 200 to 2 MPa (see Fig. 12(b)). From this figure we
clearly observe the effect of the SSI on the beam deflection
modified settlement profile for different beam and soil
stiffness.

3.2.2 Verification of the computational model for the

predictions of damage risk

The numerical model in our implementation was able to
capture the global displacements quite accurately (see
Fig. 14), where point B and point C are located near the
top left corner of the facade and are used to monitor the
vertical and horizontal movements, respectively. Further-
more, Fig. 13 (left) shows the distribution of cracks in
the facade caused by the settlements. By comparing it to
the maximum strain values developed in the structure
(Fig. 13 (right)), we can conclude that the results are gener-
ally in good agreement with the reported values (Fig. 13
(left)). Whilst not every crack pattern was captured, a gen-
eral agreement is achieved. Hence, we have provided suffi-
cient capability of the model to capture building
deformations due to tunnelling, which can be further used
for the parametric studies.

During the modelling stage, weightless steel beams were
placed at the brick openings to avoid stress concentrations
due to the applied point loads. The point loads were mod-
elled at the brick openings (removed for this purpose) to
account for the scaling factor. The maximum tensile strain
values are used throughout the paper as a measure of
developing damage. However, it is often assumed that
cracks are fully formed when the maximum principle ten-
sile strain value exceeds 2� etmax (Ghiassi & Milani, 2019).

4 Evaluation of damage induced by tunneling within BIM

4.1 Numerical experiment for collection of data

The meta model for prediction of tunneling-induced
building damage is developed following the methodology
explained in Section 2.4. For a robust and a reliable meta
model, a large number of FE simulations for a given range
of parameters (‘‘numerical experiment”) has to be con-
ducted to generate the data set for ANN training. To inves-
tigate various model configurations, different building
geometries, material types, soil and tunnel parameters are
combined to create a range of unique scenarios. For the
purpose of this study, we are only addressing a few highly
influential parameters which contribute significantly in
determining tunnelling-induced building damage. These
parameters are carefully selected based on the information
found in the literature (see Table 5). As a result, a total
number of 360 simulations are performed and used for
the training, testing and validation of the meta model.



Fig. 9. Algorithm for training of ANN optimised with the PSO algorithm.

Fig. 10. Beam on elastic foundation: geometry of verification example
(Teodoru, 2009).
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An illustration of the different model parameters can be
seen in Fig. 15. These scenarios compromise different build-
ing lengths, % of openings, magnitude of maximum settle-
ment, and building distance using a full factorial sampling
strategy to ensure coverage of all possible combinations.
The settlement profile for given Smax, estimated with
EBBEF2p for the corresponding scenario, is applied at
all nodes of the facade model by applying linear interpola-
tion between the nodes ((Cao, Obel, Freitag, Mark, &
Meschke, 2020)).

Examples of simulation models for the failure modes are
shown in Figs. 16 and 17. In Fig. 16, we illustrate that for
different building configurations, different failure mecha-
nisms occur, as the maximum principle tensile strains tend
to localize towards the weakest parts of the structure. For a
wall without any openings (Fig. 16(a)), vertical cracks are
more likely to occur and their locations depend on the
building location with respect to the tunnel centre-line.
Similarly, cracks propagate vertically through the struc-
tural elements in buildings with higher opening ratio
(i.e., 10%) (Fig. 16(b)) whilst located at hogging regions.
This is because of the bending effect causing the structural
elements (spandrels) to absorb high tensile strains leading
to localized failure. On the other hand, if buildings with



Table 4
Input parameters for beam on modified Vlasov foundation, using the example (Teodoru, 2009) shown in Fig. 10.

Euler–Bernoulli Beam Elastic Foundation

Length Width Height Young’s Depth Deformation Poisson’s
modulus modulus ratio

L (m) b (m) h (m) E (MPa) H (m) Es (MPa) ms

20 0.5 1 27 000 5 20 0.25

Fig. 11. Comparison of settlements, bending moment and shear force. Verification between benchmark results of Teodoru (2009) and this
implementation.

Fig. 12. Comparison of settlements for variation of: (a) Beam Young’s modulus E, and constant deformation modulus of Es ¼ 20 MPa, and (b)
Deformation modulus Es, and constant Young’s modulus E ¼ 1 GPa.
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large opening ratio (i.e., 30%) are located at sagging
regions, piers are subjected to significant shear forces lead-
ing to diagonal cracking due to local deformation caused
by the vertical displacement as well as the restraint effect
caused by the foundation.

In Fig. 17 the effect of increasing in the input parameter
on the final response of buildings to settlements is illus-
trated. Figure 17(a) shows the effect of increased opening
ratio. According to Burland et al. (1978), increased opening
ratios induce shear failure; here, the failure is observed to
be transiting from vertical cracking (no openings) to diag-
onal cracking in the piers (with openings). Figure 17(d)
shows a shift in the damage location and a change in the
failure modes and deformed shape. This confirms that the
building location has a significant effect on the
settlement-induced damages and is in accordance with pre-
vious work such as (Giardina et al., 2015). In Fig. 17(b)
and (c), the effects of increasing the length and maximum
settlement are presented. The maximum settlement is most
certainly a straightforward explanation in this case and in
all studied cases in this study, where higher settlements
induce higher levels of tensile strains at specified regions.
Due to foundation restrictions particularly above sagging
zones, higher shear failures are observed with the increase
in building length.

4.2 ANN training

After collection of data, each pair of parameter combi-
nations (input parameters for buildings: building length,



Fig. 13. Developed damage on masonry facade. Experimental results (crack formation) reproduced with permission from(Giardina et al., 2013) courtesy
of [Giorgia Giardina] (left) and, numerical model showing maximum principle tensile strain. values (right).

Fig. 14. Verification of global behaviour for the prediction of tunnelling-induced deformations against the experimental and numerical model used in
(Giardina et al., 2013). Vertical displacements (left) and, horizontal displacements (right). Reproduced with permission, courtesy of [Giorgia Giardina].

Table 5
Input parameters ranges used to generate data sets for meta model
training.

Parameters Range Increment

Percentage of openings (%) 0–50 10
Distance of building centre from tunnel centreline xb

(D)
0–4 1

Maximum settlement Smax (mm) 15–35 10
Building length (m) 28–40 4
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percentage of openings, distance from tunnel center-line,
and maximum settlement) and level of building damage
are organized, so that for each combination of parameters
a specific level of building damage is assigned. In this case,
360 sets of data are obtained. For the training of meta
model, the data is split for training based on the algorithm
presented in Section 2.5, testing and validation of the algo-
rithm. A suitable split in this case would be 80% (288 cases)
training, 10% (36) testing and 10% (36) validation. The
accuracy of the model is obtained in terms of the relative
root mean square error (rRMSE).

To improve training, the numerical simulation data is
first normalized using the following equation:
V norm ¼ V � V min

V max � V min

� ðV 0
max � V 0

minÞ þ V 0
min; ð15Þ
where V norm is the normalized value, V max and V min are the
maximum and minimum value of the variable V. V 0

max and
V 0

min are the maximum and minimal values of the variable
V after normalization, defined as 0.1 and 0.9. The nor-
malised data set is trained using the algorithm shown in
Fig. 9.

Figure 18(a) shows the convergence of PSO for ANN
training for optimisation of the ANN parameters learning
rate and number of neurons in the hidden layers. The ANN
parameters are optimised to minimise the fitness (rRMSE)
of the testing set and therefore avoid overfitting (an exam-
ple for which can be seen in the first iteration step). The
iterative process converges after fifteen steps. Figure 18
(b) shows a comparison between the numerical model
results and the prediction of trained ANN for the training,
testing, and validation set, with rRMSE of being 4.47%,
9.09%, and 6.96%, respectively. The damage categories that
correspond to the predicted values of maximum strains are
highlighted in Fig. 18(b), and it is shown that even with a



Fig. 15. Model parameters adopted for the parametric studies. (a) Opening rate, (b) building length, (c) maximum settlement, and (d) ground location
(building distance). Settlement profiles not to scale and for illustrative purposes only.

Fig. 16. Failure modes of different configurations. (a) Vertical crack
developing due to bending, (b) vertical cracks propagating through the
openings (spandrel failure), and (c) diagonal cracking developing in the
piers due to shear failure (contours of the maximum principle tensile
strain).
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relatively high training error, the category of damage is
predicted with high confidence.
4.3 Prediction of damage risk in BIM based on meta models

After training the data set for prediction of damage
based on the ranges of parameters given in Table 5, a cus-
tom node is implemented using the Dynamo API. The
node reads the trained synaptic weights and ANN architec-
ture and performs forward calculation to predict the dam-
age risk based on the model parameters. The settlement at
the foundation level of the building is predicted by the
beam on elastic foundation algorithm in Fig. 8, without
considering mutual interactions of multiple buildings.
The bending stiffness of the equivalent beam depends on
the percentage of opening in the walls. Therefore, to con-
sider this in our SSI model, the modified elastic stiffness
of the building is calculated using the approach of (Son
et al., 2007), considering a simply supported beam with
uniform loading:

Eeq ¼ M � L2

8 � I � db where M ¼ rmax � I
0:5 � H ð16Þ

where, Eeq is the equivalent stiffness (MPa), M is the bend-
ing moment (N.mm), L is the length of the building (mm), I
is the moment of inertia (mm4), db is the maximum settle-
ment at mid point (mm), rmax is the maximum stress along



Fig. 17. Illustration of the failure mode of different scenarios based on the (a) percentage of openings in the structure, (b) length of the building, (c)
magnitude of settlements, and (d) offset of structure from the tunnel center-line.

Fig. 18. (a) Convergence of PSO algorithm for ANN training and (b) comparison between numerical model and meta model prediction of tunneling-
induced damage.
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the building width (MPa) for the respective percentage of
the openings and length, and H is the building height
(mm). This elastic stiffness is used as an input parameter
for the beam on elastic foundation model.

The meta model is implemented in the design tool’s API
and can be used for prediction of the damage category for
the given building geometry and settlements resulting from
the SSI. Figure 19 shows examples of meta model predic-
tions of building damage, illustrated in the colour coding
from Table 3, for structures with different lengths, percent-
age of opening and distance from tunnel centreline exposed
to tunneling-induced settlements. Usually, the further the
structure is from the tunnel centreline, the lower damage
will occur. However, this is sometimes not the case when
the structure is either in pure sagging or pure hogging
modes. This is because the structure behaves differently in
those regions, where the percentage of opening plays a vital
role in the determination of the induced damage. For
example, if the structure is in hogging mode and a roof
spandrel fails affecting the overall relative deflection, the



Fig. 19. Prediction of tunneling-induced damage category based on meta model for different positions of the buildings (xb), building lengths L and
percentage of openings in buildings Ob. (a) L ¼ 30 m and Ob = 10%; (b) L ¼ 40 m and Ob = 10%; (c) L ¼ 40 m and Ob = 40%.
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damage is considered to be critical, while the structure can
have a different failure mode in case of sagging where a
spandrel is not the weaker element. This prediction
matches the output of the FE simulation, due to suitable
meta model training, meaning that the complex deforma-
tion mechanisms are accurately captured and predicted in
the BIM model.

Having a fully parametric model for tunneling (soil, tun-
nel, and building) and an automatic workflow for predic-
tion of settlements, assessment of SSI based on
EBBEF2p model, and assessment of damage risk based
on the trained meta model, we can generate design models,
Fig. 20. Real-time prediction of tunneling-induced damage
assess multiple buildings at the same time, and visualise the
results in the design environment as shown in Fig. 20. Most
importantly, this procedure is executed in near real-time
(within seconds) while considering soil-structure interac-
tion and the non-linear response of masonry structures to
settlements. This shows that the combination of empirical,
numerical and meta models is a powerful tool for quick
and efficient investigation of design alternatives directly
in design tools. Having a user-friendly environment further
enables designers to easily investigate, evaluate and opti-
mise a design, without having expert knowledge about
the implemented methodology. The visualisation of the
risk for multiple buildings in the design environment.
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settlements and induced risk category is intuitive, and
therefore can be efficiently used to present the results to
non-experts or support the decision making process.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a holistic approach for the
assessment of tunneling-induced settlements and the dam-
age risk category of structures affected by tunneling. Our
methodology, which combines empirical, numerical and
simulation-based meta models, is implemented in a state-
of-the art design tool. This enables the user to manipulate
the design or models easily and effectively optimise the
design directly in a BIM environment.

The efficient investigation of the design scenarios is
enabled by implementing methods for parametric design
and real-time assessment. The design model is implemented
utilising a BIM object-oriented parametric 3D solid geo-
metric semantic representation. For each tunnel compo-
nent (tunnel, soil, buildings), a template is created using
Revit families, and the design model is then generated from
instances of those families with parameters assigned
through the user interface. Our methodology for the assess-
ment of SSI and damage category combines (i) an empirical
solution for prediction of the 3D ground settlement field,
(ii) the Euler–Bernoulli beam two-parameter elastic foun-
dations model, and (iii) simulation-based meta model for
prediction of the damage category. The numerical model
for generation of the data set is implemented in SAP200,
considering a non-linear material model for masonry.
The meta models are trained with a PSO-ANN algorithm
developed for robust and efficient training.

Furthermore, the models implemented in our methodol-
ogy for both the beam on elastic foundation model and the
numerical model for masonry structure exposed to settle-
ments are validated and verified against models and data
available in the literature. Both verification examples show
excellent agreement with the reference data. Moreover, the
trained ANN model also has high precision for predicting
the damage risk category. Hence, the overall methodology
and its implementation that combines these verified sub-
components leads to high confidence in the prediction of
the effect of tunneling. Thus, the proposed tool can be
applied to reliably support decision making during the
design phase, saving time and cost, which was our initial
goal for creating such a tool in a BIM process. Below, we
summarise the major contribution of the work presented
in this paper:

� Real-time prediction of complex SSI including non-linear

structural response. We propose a method for prediction
of tunneling-induced damage risk that takes into consid-
eration both the interaction of the building with the soil
and the non-linear response of structures. Combining
the empirical model for predictions of settlements, the
beam on elastic foundations for prediction of SSI, and
the meta model that accounts for non-linear structural
behaviour and different failure modes, we developed a
method that allows for near-instant prediction, yet cap-
turing very complex phenomena.

� Use of meta models in BIM for prediction of complex phe-

nomena. We generate meta models based on sophisti-
cated numerical simulations that capture the complex
non-linear behavior of a structure exposed to tunneling,
which can result in several different failure modes
depending on the building geometry and position with
respect to the tunnel and the magnitude of settlements.
Yet, the trained meta models predict all the dependen-
cies between these design variables and the effect to
structures with high accuracy. Moreover, such meta
models can be easily and efficiently implemented in a
design environment like BIM.

� Assessment of structural response in BIM. Our approach
allows to generate the design in a BIM environment and
directly perform the analysis and effectively visualise the
soil-structure interaction effects without leaving the soft-
ware. Firstly, performing the analysis directly in the
BIM design environment eliminates human error for
manually reading data and generating models. Secondly,
the analysis results are visualised within the BIM to
enable comprehensive, intuitive and quick understand-
ing of effects of design actions on the stability and safety
of the tunnel and the existing environment.

� Assessment of the SSI for City-blocks. Having real-time
predictions combined with a fully parametric BIM
model, we are able to analyse the effects of tunnels on
multiple buildings instantaneously. This shows that the
proposed tool can can be employed for the efficient anal-
ysis of large tunnel sections.

In the current approach, the meta model for prediction
of the damage induced by settlements is established based
on a limited data set generated with consideration of only
four design parameters. In future research, we plan to gen-
erate a more comprehensive data set, considering geometric
and semantic parameters (e.g., building shape and size,
material type, and material properties). This will allow to
predict the expected damage category with higher accuracy
for City-blocks with very diverse structures. Furthermore,
for the current implementation, we only considered 2D
models for the façades on strip foundations. In future
extensions of our work, we will develop meta models and
adjust the existing concept to account for 3D buildings
with arbitrary orientation with respect to the tunnel align-
ment. To allow for that, we can implement alternative solu-
tions for more accurate representation of SSI by
consideration of shear flexibility with Timoshenko beams
using a continuum approach (Franza et al., 2020b; Zhao
& DeJong, 2023). Moreover, to account for multi-layered
soil, the SSI model can be seamlessly extended (Boudaa
et al., 2019). However, to consider different types of foun-
dations such as plate foundations, due to the complexity of
the problem, a new strategy for SSI must be adopted. For
example, we either could implement the SSI model in our
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FE model of the building (Turhan, 1992), or alternatively
evaluate the SSI based on advanced numerical simulation
models for tunnel-soil-building similar to (Cao et al.,
2022). Finally, to increase the level of automation, we
aim to develop a method for automatic generation of
approximated building geometry and establishment of a
parametric City-model suitable for the analysis from avail-
able CAD data.
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